Exenta’s Vendor Portal, from Aptean

A Powerful Tool
for Vendor
Communications

Far too many brands are stuck in the past when communicating with and managing vendors. Are you
working from siloed spreadsheets, frustrated with the inherent challenges of sending and receiving large
design files, or tired of tracking the status of projects from your inbox?

Seamless Communication Made Easy
Bring an unparalleled level of efficiency to your organization’s interactions with Exenta’s Vendor Portal, designed
specifically for the fashion industry. Through Exenta’s web-based Vendor Portal, your company can seamlessly
communicate essential product information, tech packs, POs, and shipment and container information in a
central location.
The fashion world is moving faster every day. By leveraging the power of Exenta’s Vendor Portal, your
organization can more effectively compete in an industry that’s constantly evolving to consumer demands.
Efficient vendor communications save your brand valuable time – time that can be better spent on new creative
initiatives and impactful interactions with customers.
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Benefits of Exenta’s
Vendor Portal:

»
»
»
»
»

Automate
procurement and
bidding process
Improve the quality
and accuracy of
samples
Save time with single
location for details
Track supply chain
stages
Eliminate mistakes
due to dependency
on emails and
spreadsheets
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Key Features
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Ability to update measurements with variances
Easily add attachments to note changes
View costing by vendor
Manage large files via an image library
Access to PO comments and revision history
Production, WIP and shipment tracking
Seamless integration with ERP
Messaging to eliminate endless emails
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Are you Ready to
Learn More?
Interested to see how Exenta’s premium
apparel software can help transform your
business?
Request a free demo today at
www.exentago.com/demo-request.

About Aptean

Aptean is one of the world’s leading providers of industry-specific software. Our enterprise resource planning and supply chain
solutions are uniquely designed to meet the needs of specialized manufacturers and distributors, while our compliance solutions
serve specific markets such as finance and life sciences. With both cloud and on-premise deployment options, Aptean’s products,
services and unmatched expertise help businesses of all sizes, across many industries, to scale and succeed.
For more information, visit www.aptean.com.
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